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Participle

กริยา (VERB)

กริยาแท
(Finite Verb)

บอกการกระทําของประธาน

1 ประโยค/อนุประโยค จะมีกริยาแท
อยูเพียงตัวเดียวเทานั้นอยูเพียงตัวเดียวเทานั้น

Participle

(VERB)

กริยาไมแท
(Non-finite Verb)

มีรูปมาจากคํากริยาแตไมไดทําหนาที่เปน
คํากริยาของประธานในประโยคโดยตรง

Gerund      Infinitive     ParticipleGerund      Infinitive     Participle

(V.ing)         (V.0)       (V.ing/V3)





ExerciseExerciseExerciseExercise



Participle

1. I am _______ with Jane.

Exercise

1. I am _______ with Jane.
1) talk
2) talked
3) to talk3) to talk
4) talking
5) talks5) talks

Participle

I am _______ with Jane.I am _______ with Jane.



Participle

2. He has _______ the pencil.

Exercise

2. He has _______ the pencil.
1) forget
2) forgotten
3) to forget3) to forget
4) forgetting
5) to forgetting5) to forgetting

Participle

has _______ the pencil.has _______ the pencil.



Participle

3. A dog was ______ by his owner.

Exercise

3. A dog was ______ by his owner.
1) hits
2) hit
3) to hit3) to hit
4) hitting
5) to hitting5) to hitting

Participle

A dog was ______ by his owner.A dog was ______ by his owner.



Participle

4. My watch was _______ yesterday

Exercise

4. My watch was _______ yesterday
1) steal
2) stolen
3) to steal3) to steal
4) stealing
5) steals5) steals

Participle

My watch was _______ yesterday.My watch was _______ yesterday.



Participle

5. ______ hungry, he went into the kitchen and 

Exercise

5. ______ hungry, he went into the kitchen and 
opened the fridge.
1) feel
2) fell2) fell
3) to feel
4) feeling4) feeling
5) to feeling

Participle

hungry, he went into the kitchen and hungry, he went into the kitchen and 



Participle

6. I heard someone _______.

Exercise

6. I heard someone _______.
1) sing
2) sung
3) to sing3) to sing
4) singing
5) sings5) sings

Participle

. I heard someone _______.. I heard someone _______.



Participle

7. Many of his paintings show the ______ sun.

Exercise

7. Many of his paintings show the ______ sun.
1) rise
2) risen
3) to rise3) to rise
4) rising
5) raising5) raising

Participle

Many of his paintings show the ______ sun.Many of his paintings show the ______ sun.



Participle

8. Look at the ______ car. It’s like a new one.

Exercise

8. Look at the ______ car. It’s like a new one.
1) wash
2) washed
3) to wash3) to wash
4) washing
5) washes5) washes

Participle

. Look at the ______ car. It’s like a new one.. Look at the ______ car. It’s like a new one.



Participle

9. My ______ beans come from an old family recipe.

Exercise

9. My ______ beans come from an old family recipe.
1) bake
2) baked
3) to bake3) to bake
4) baking
5) bakes5) bakes

Participle

. My ______ beans come from an old family recipe.. My ______ beans come from an old family recipe.



Participle

10. The _______ fabric should not be washed in hot 

Exercise

10. The _______ fabric should not be washed in hot 
water.
1) dye
2) dyed2) dyed
3) to dye
4) dying4) dying
5) dyes

Participle

fabric should not be washed in hot fabric should not be washed in hot 



Participle

11. He hated ______ in the backseat of the car.

Exercise

11. He hated ______ in the backseat of the car.
1) sit
2) sits
3) to sit3) to sit
4) siting
5) to sitting5) to sitting

Participle

in the backseat of the car.in the backseat of the car.



Participle

12. I’m so _______ this style of paint

Exercise

12. I’m so _______ this style of paint
1) interest
2) interested
3) to interest3) to interest
4) interesting
5) interests5) interests

Participle

. I’m so _______ this style of paint.. I’m so _______ this style of paint.



Participle

13. The boy ______ to hospital has recovered

Exercise

13. The boy ______ to hospital has recovered
1) take
2) taken
3) to take3) to take
4) taking
5) takes5) takes

Participle

to hospital has recovered.to hospital has recovered.



Participle

14. He took a _______ class at the community college

Exercise

14. He took a _______ class at the community college
1) garden
2) gardened
3) to garden3) to garden
4) gardening
5) gardens5) gardens

Participle

class at the community college.class at the community college.



Participle

15. The _______ rate for freelancers is more than 

Exercise

15. The _______ rate for freelancers is more than 
minimum wage.
1) go
2) gone2) gone
3) to go
4) going4) going
5) went

Participle

rate for freelancers is more than rate for freelancers is more than 




